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D I R E C TO R O F T H E R E S TO R AT I O N T R U S T

Community is an odd word,
bandied about as if everyone
agrees what it is, but in fact,
we don’t agree. ‘How will your
community benefit from this
funding?’ is a typical grant application question.
I am always conflicted about how to answer, since
mental illness attacks community, or belonging,
because it is so isolating. Community certainly isn’t
just a postcode or a demographic. Perhaps it is one
of those things that you don’t recognize until it is
threatened, or until you lose it, and then you feel
its absence deeply. I think that’s what happened
to the Restoration Trust in Covid lockdowns. Crises
speed things up, and we adapted very quickly to
being together in that strange online space, and
now it is an ordinary part of what we do.

Some people couldn’t join us, or found other
ways to get support, but a lot of people stayed
in touch. For instance, Georgina Brabender
made beautiful cloth masks, people checked
in on each other and raised the alarm if there
was a problem; Rob Fairclough’s daily ‘Bobby’s
Barnstormers’ [bottom] – I think there were 184 was a lovely musical education (special thanks for
The Vaccines). Project coordinators, experts and
artists were fantastic, and our partners helped
to reconfigure projects so that they could keep
going. Funders were flexible and supported us
with vital unrestricted grants. Thank you.
We have become a kind of community through
the pandemic. I wish that it had come about in
a different way, but I‘m glad to be part of the
belonging we found in lockdown.

Staying in Touch
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COPING THROUGH - AND OUT - OF LOCKDOWN

HE TWO LOCKDOWNS IN 2020-21
due to the Covid-19 pandemic were hard
on everyone in the UK; arguably, it was
hardest for people who already had mental health
issues. Many had benefited from involvement in
the Restoration Trust’s various research and social
groups, which during nationwide quarantine seemed
impossible to continue.
Undaunted, the staff team moved everything online,
conducting meetings through the video conferencing
program Zoom. As a result, the Burgh Castle Almanac,
Sound Minds, Human Henge, Dr Hills’ Casebook, Like
Minds Norfolk and a new group, Stay in Touch – an
online-only group that brought people from all the
other groups together – helped Restoration Trust
members stay positive and creative.
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Adrian Stott was immediately engaged by the
Burgh Castle Almanac’s approach: “We were sent
various items through the post in preparation for
our Zoom meeting the following week,” he says,
“during which we had to make something based
around the upcoming meeting’s theme… I also
got tremendous enjoyment from being involved in
the Sound Minds project; again, all sessions were
over Zoom. In each meeting with the Norfolk
Record Office, we studied sound and how it had
been recorded over the years, from wax cylinders,
through tape and CD to digital. We also looked at
sound archives from our local areas, together with
varying dialects and phrases.”
John Durrant was particularly pleased with
developments at the Burgh Castle Almanac.
“During the pandemic, we managed to get the new
Burgh Castle Almanac Experience group up and
running, which I’m so grateful for. I haven’t attended
as many Stay in Touch Gathering Zoom meetings as
I would have liked, but knowing they were there if I
needed them was reassuring, and that did my mental
wellbeing a lot of good.”
The unsung heroes of the Restoration Trust
during lockdown were their technical support staff.
“They’ve been fantastic,” Vicky Bareham affirms.
“Without their help I would not have been able
to access the online support and Zoom sessions
available. The skills I’ve learned have enabled me

to stay in touch with my family through Zoom,
something that I wouldn’t have been able to
do before.
“To me, the Restoration Trust offered a creative
lifeline!” declares Andria Walton. “The Zoom
sessions every week really helped me during
lockdown, and meeting others connected to
different projects within the Trust was inspiring. The
fun arty challenges, presentations and the humour
shared illuminated my four walls. I do like the term
‘creative lifeline’.”
When lockdown finally lifted, some group
members found the return to ‘normality’ equally
challenging. “I was anxious about socialising
and being with groups of people,” admits Gail
Godfrey. “At a time when I was struggling with my
confidence, I was pleased that the Zoom meetings
continued. There were plans to see the film of the
Dr Hills’ Casebook play, the book of responses to
the Dr Hills’ project to discuss, more research and a
meeting at the Norfolk Record Office in June, all of
which I looked forward to.
“I’m grateful for the support and friendship
from everyone in the Dr Hills’ group over some
unsettling times,” Gail reflects. “Our more recent
gathering at the NRO and Whitlingham Park
were an enjoyable and relaxing day together. I feel
comfortable again now about meeting people face
to face.” n

L-r: a new community group, artwork and models produced by
BCA members during lockdowm, and the Dr Hills Casebook
picnic in Whitlingham Park on September 21.

NEWS

Two Culture Linkworkers from
the Kickstart Scheme, Jake Burrows
and Callum Golec, are mapping
Norfolk’s cultural and health landscape, so that we can see where
opportunities lie for people to use
heritage for social prescribing.

n Creatively Minded and Heritage,
our report for the Baring
Foundation with 18 UK-wide
case studies launches on 23rd
November online: https://www.
eventbrite.co.uk/e/creativelyminded-and-heritage-reportlaunch-tickets-193595277687

n Through EMBED and thanks
to the Cultural Recovery Fund,
diversity consultant Anne-Marie
Senior is helping us to implement
our Diversity Action Plan over next
year. Anne-Marie is currently leading
group discussions throughout the
RT, from her base in Carlisle.
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